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Peeler Digital 
Handling  

Download Pack 






This pack contains all the information and links that you need for you group to investigate 
what objects/ items that a Peeler (Victorian Police) Officer would carry and use. 


It also includes ideas of how to make this more multi sensory and engaging if you do wish 
to add in to your experiences. 


Within this pack you will find. 

Links to images, interactive images and videos from the archives. 

A list of additions you can make to add to the experience. 

A factsheet of information about all the different objects and a bit of background about 
Robert Peel and the first Victorian Police Officers -Peelers. 

Suggestions on how best to use the pack. 


The links within this pack will ony take you to the following websites,

- GMP/ GMP Museum Youtube Channels 

- Flickr (GMP)

- Thinglink 
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How to use this pack.  

We would recommend starting off with an introduction to the Victorian police officer. 


This would provide the opportunity to explore-


- How crime and punishment has changed over time.  


- Why we think a police force was formed or started. 


We have a brief introduction video covering Sir Robert Peel and the Peeler, as well as 
links to a number of photographs from our collection to illustrate what these first police 
officers would have looked like. 


Then move on to explore the uniform and equipment that these early polices officer would 
have carried and why. This pack contains all the links to explore the different parts of the 
equipment through the use of images, interactive images, videos and audio clips. 


Also have a look at the adding the extra dimension part of this pack in order to further 
bring the objects to life using everyday things that you can hopefully find around your 
setting. 


To finish off the session why not challenge you class to think about how things have 
changed over time and why they think those changes have happened. 


Again we have provided links to images and interactive images to highlight these 
changes.


Why not challenge your group to design the equipment of the future. What would it be 
made out of any why? How would it work? What would it look like? Etc. 
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Interactive Images  
All the objects that would have been placed in an handling box for the Victorian Police Officer 
(Peeler) have been reproduced as interactive images for your learners to investigate for them 
selves. 


These interactive images have been produced using an application called thinglink (you will NOT 
need this application to use these images just follow the links included in this download pack)


How to use a thinglink image.  

 

The image will appear with the interactive points on it 
that can be clicked on. 


  

 

When this interactive points are clicked on they will 
bring up different pieces of information linked to the 
object. 


This can include images from different prospectives 
and angles.  

So of the interaction points will include other links such 
as sound bites of what the object sounds like or even a 
link to a video produced by the Musuem about the object 
in question. (Any video links will take the user to the 
Museums YouTube Channel) 
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The first interactive image will allow your learners to investigate all the different items that a 
Victorian Police Officer would carry and where they would carrying them and why. 


https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1380849215248269314 

Explain to your learners that if they click on the different icons it will bring up the links to the 
different objects that a Victorian Police Officer would carry and why they would be carrying them. 


The red play buttons are links to videos from our collection on youtube that will bring the object to 
life.


These are the links to the individual objects so that you can pick and choose which objects to 
investigate and how 


Top hat- https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1380561428531904515


Handcuffs- https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1307801665608351747


Police Rattle - https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1306906054084263938


Truncheon- https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1306907546577010691


Lantern- https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1311343990557114369


The Peeler (Police Officer)- https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1306641870440366082


Modern equipment- https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1312758531954311169 
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Videos from our collections.  

We also have a number of different videos that are produced by the museum that will explore 
some of the objects in greater details. 


All these links will take you to either the museum YouTube page or the Greater Manchester Police 
flickr. 


A brief history of Robert Peel and the beginnings of the Police Force 


https://youtu.be/Vg2SH78evNU

The Rattle 


https://www.flickr.com/photos/gmpolice1/41113156705/in/photolist-25D2F8p-afm8A1-8FjLBf-8QshqK-oC2Ux4-tapRHp-7dBNuS-oy3WVG-eCw5aN-2eFVPHS-835qMg-7eSMbS-
mq7Bv6-KmgyMS-7dmyjC-a9Ct26-taeTou-oiMiEG-7dhFLV-7FhiTU-emn1Ve-u6Tfo5-eW8b3h-7gBuwy-9pi4ob-xu7gLU-8yVyUj-7eSMym-86R4fS-2bnRPrR-aJCjx2-7eSSc2-
pGDNXb-93M2ri-cC6wtC-7gBvdq-7eWLbN-czfjGs-tPEq4W-7eSMmE-7gBuUC-7gBvp9-tapMRB-u6Thvm-7hG6hr-ogAMuv-oxLhez-apowHS-8sRpX5-u7g68F


The Lantern


https://www.flickr.com/photos/gmpolice1/19782857180/in/photolist-w99jdu-7JjbKy-sZx6fr-7FWFgh-7F1G3J-swbAUM-tJ9a3v-og7pY8-
KY4CVq-271B3tQ-gHfkW3-tJ4roC-oiMxLg-271B1iN-KY4vrY-2gkGsft-pksoQ5-oAfkQA-d1SESY-282DRfq-F3cfNY-KY4xkY-eyN9bm-Fxa8SK-
eFmxAw-282DENo-czja75-cP8WTU-jQiHtQ-25m3iy7-282DFqW-omEn4f-cSawAf-u7g4ea-eCvwdQ-271B38E-KY4ved-25D2hGh-2871ev2-
seA6Vw-2hBLU7G-mgZpat-25ruhtG-24qyGEA-26JuK7V-271B2Hm-247C9hQ-vJtCuE-tQQHbv-bNiLWD


Audio clips 


Snaps https://youtu.be/rQuAOXx9INY


Rattle https://youtu.be/Qz55cyfwyTo
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Photographs from our collection  

Manchester Peelers 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gmpolice1/4077948416/in/photolist-7enHMf-QWGLwH-UWjxFd-bq7GhP-249VQu5-Lyo6xa-bpBJwk-
bnWKde-7dmxZs-bq7Wt4-bnVkEF-7enQGj-bntAV6-bq7dip-bq7hCD-bq7hCg-bq7dia-bq7GhF-bq7fvD-8em21w-8cwEoq-8em1kG-
bq7diz-bq64wR-bq7hCx-bq7di4-bq7JJZ-bq68nD-bq7fwg-bq7hC8-bq68nK-bq7fw6-bq68nv-bq68ng-bq64xp-bq64x4-bq64xH-
bq7JJT-bq7GhM-8ehJ5V-8d3y6C-8o1rSB


A Manchester Peeler

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gmpolice1/4100776134/in/photolist-bc84k8-dQPpCX-dQPpBr-8ZbLiN-99Veqt-7fnxSN-7LdXU1-
dCXPym-9Vvvux-okNXvt-dCXchW-dxqFAp-dCS3gk-dCXs1C-opVoJK-dCXkp7-pqJYio-dxdu7P-opVp7D-TAdzVF-oEnCuy-dCXqD3-
dCSoxa-dCXecJ-oGpoUF-oG8Q2x-opV6RN-oG8PER-dCR5wD-dCR7pT-dCWY47-dCXf7h-dCWHBf-dCRAoi-7Lpuuc-a92hMT-
dCX6t3-dCX8HA-dCRegP-dCXfyQ-dCWodW-doN13d-dCWLS5-dCWNWf-dCWy2u-dzcDGn-doMRGM-dzYM2r-dCXbXw-7xx8uT


Oldham Peelers

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gmpolice1/6811895505/in/photolist-7enHMf-QWGLwH-UWjxFd-bq7GhP-249VQu5-Lyo6xa-bpBJwk-
bnWKde-7dmxZs-bq7Wt4-bnVkEF-7enQGj-bntAV6-bq7dip-bq7hCD-bq7hCg-bq7dia-bq7GhF-bq7fvD-8em21w-8cwEoq-8em1kG-
bq7diz-bq64wR-bq7hCx-bq7di4-bq7JJZ-bq68nD-bq7fwg-bq7hC8-bq68nK-bq7fw6-bq68nv-bq68ng-bq64xp-bq64x4-bq64xH-
bq7JJT-bq7GhM-8ehJ5V-8d3y6C-8o1rSB


Albert Street Peelers

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gmpolice1/4077194839/in/photolist-7dhFYK-wAQ5ZV-ty3Cpf-7eWLbN-7BSzm5-sf27GK-qks5FG-
opVoUp-7hL3aG-ch814C-7hL3Ls-7F1G3J-w99jdu-apowHS-pqJYiU-dCSBtx-qnJ9Ug-7dxUbk-dCPnsZ-7eSSc2-dQUZs7-dCPsZ6-
dCRDiD-q6aM45-dCRYpB-bc84k8-dQPpCX-dQPpBr-8ZbLiN-99Veqt-7fnxSN-7LdXU1-dCXPym-9Vvvux-okNXvt-dCXchW-dxqFAp-
dCS3gk-dCXs1C-opVoJK-dCXkp7-pqJYio-dxdu7P-opVp7D-TAdzVF-oEnCuy-dCXqD3-dCSoxa-dCXecJ-oGpoUF
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Adding the extra dimension  

Due to the current situation it is very difficult to send out an actual loan box but that does not 
mean that the sensory aspect of hands on learning can not take place. 


Below are a few ideas that will add back in the tactile aspect of this session. 


Rattle  

You will need - Percussion instruments.  
For the discovering more about the Police Rattle why not challenge the children to try different 
percussion instruments to see what types of noises they make and how far they travel. Allowing 
them to start thinking about how Victorian Police Officers communicated and how effective they 
think it might have been. 


Good discussion point s may include,

- How many people could hear the noise that the rattle makes. Is it just the other Police Officers 

or is it everyone that is in earshot of the noise. 

- How much information can an other police Officer get from the noise being made, do they 

know what sort of help the Police Officer needs or is it just that there is another officer that 
needs help. 


- The weight as well if it is of a similar size as the rattle. 


Police Uniform  

You will need- wool material  
For discovering more about the material that the Police Officers uniform would have been 
made out of you can use anything that is made out of wool as this well feel and smell the same as 
the wool used in the officers cloaks and tunics 


Good discussion points may include, 
- Why it would be made of this material 

- Where does wool come from and would that mean that this material would be easy to find? 

- Talk about the uses of wool and the fact that depending on how it is processed will depend on 

how weather proof it is. 


Lantern  

You will need- candle or a torch  
For discovering more about the lantern, it may be good to have and compare it to a candle it 
works off a similar idea of a flame fuelled by a source of fat or in the case of modern candles wax. 


Good discussion points may include  
- would it be possible for the lantern light to blow out, and why? 

- Would it be safe to carry, what would be the mean safety points? 

- What do they think the Victorian Police Officer would use this for, would it be good for seeing in 

the dark, for talking to another person, or even keeping the officer safe
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Truncheon  

You will need- a rounders bat.  

For discovering more about the truncheon, in order to get a better idea of the size and the 
shape of this if possible a rounders bat makes a good substitute. (It is a bit thicker than the real 
thing but other than that it is perfect, as long as it is made from wood.) 


This will give your learners the opportunity to feel what it would have been like to carry a 
truncheon and remember that it would have had to have been in the pocket of your trousers when 
it was not needed! They couldn’t just walk down the street carrying it in their hands. 


Good discussion points may include, 
- Why would a Police Officer carry something like this?

- Would it be an easy thing to carry?

- When would they use it? 


Top Hat 

You will need- cap, a wooly hat, any other hats that you have lying around.  
For discovering more about the top hat, why not bring together a number of different types of 
hats, these could include woolly hats, sun hats, caps, and even a bicycle helmet. 


Good discussion points would include,  
- Why do you think a Police Officer would wear a hat or a helmet? 

- What would the hat or helmet need to do for the Police Officer? 

- Would it be comfy? 

- Surprise your learners with the fact that some Police Officers would have kept their lunches in 

their hats so that they could actually have a bit of lunch at lunchtime!  


Snap Handcuffs 

You will need - a number of objects made from different materials.  
For discovering more about the snap handcuffs, this one has us stuck! We are suggesting that 
it might work well to collect things made from different materials such as metal, wood, plastic and 
even paper to challenge your learners about why the snaps are Mede from metal and what they 
would feel like. 


Good discussion points may include, 

- what they think it would feel like to have the snaps on. 

- Could you make a better set of handcuffs out of a different material and why? 

- Is there any way that these particular snap handcuffs could be improved, remembering that 

they were only designed to go on one wrist while the Police Officer held onto the other side!  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Fact 
Sheets 



 

Truncheon 

This was introduced with the first police officers in 1829 and continued to be used 
relatively unchanged until the 1990’s. This was used for self- defence. It is made from 
wood and would have been produced locally.
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Oil Lamp  
This was issued to the first police officers and was in use until the 1920’s. It was useful to 
the officer because there was not a large number of street lighting. 


This one in the image is known as a dark lantern as the top can be swivelled to turn out/
block the light when it is not needed. 


It would have used oil as the fuel and there are stories of police officers running, falling 
and setting their trousers on fire. 
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Top Hat  
This was part of the uniform for police officers at the start in 1829 and was designed in 
order to help the officers look more like a civilian and not like the military. This is a replica 
but the original would have been re-enforced with wooden cane to make it strong to help 
protect the wearer. 


It is also up for debate whether or not the officer would use this hat as a step stool to help 
them see over high walls or even as a sneaky place to keep their sandwiches for lunch!
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Handcuffs/ snaps  
The first set of handcuffs are known as snaps and were given to the first police officers in 
1829. You would only place one wrist in one side (the open side) and the officer would 
hold onto the other side (the side that closes).  
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Rattle or Rick.   
These would have been use as a form of communication and would have been given to 
the first police officers in 1829. They were in use until the 1880’s when the whistle took 
over due to its more compact size and the fact that it could be heard from more than 
double the distance away. 


When spun around it makes a loud noise that would have been heard up to 400 yards 
away. It would have been carried in the belt. 


These are made from wood and would have been produced locally. 


They were later used at football matches as well. 
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A bit of background information to get you started...... 

Sir Robert Peel formed the police on the 29th September 1829. When he was working for 
the Government as Home Secretary- (This job is all about keeping the country safe). The 
early police officers got a lot of nicknames but the main ones are Peeler or Bobby after 
Robert Peel. 


Sir Robert Peel was born in Bury, which is now part of the Greater Manchester Police.


When the police started it was based in London and was only for a set area that covers 
about a six mile radius of Charring Cross. It was also not allowed to cover the actual City 
of London (1 square mile) which to this day has its own police force. Manchester didn’t 
get a police force until 1839. 


Early police uniforms were designed to look civilian (just like what everyone else would 
wear but smart - think smart Gentleman!) rather than like the military. This was so that 
people did not fear the police and think that they had the same control as the military. 


This early uniform was worn until 1865 when the top hat was replaced by the famous 
helmet. 


A peeler had to wear his uniform at all times, even when he was not at work! He was 
allowed to take it off at bedtime and of course to have a bath. 


A peeler would have also worked, 8-10 hours a day, 7 days a week and would have been 
paid about the same as a general labourer (so not brilliantly), which at the time was £1.05 
per week. 


To become a Peeler you would have to be- 


- aged between 20-27 years old.


- Be at least 5’7” tall 


- Be fit and healthy 


- Have the ability to read and write on a basic level


- Be male


The average work day of a peeler would consist of walking about 20 miles a day, making 
sure that they are walking at set speed of about 2.5 miles per hour. All this walking is 
done along a set path called a beat.
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A few activities to 
get you started......
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